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1. Introduction. Agenda of TTTr-interaction

At present, the stringent knowledge of 7rjr-interaction is well understood to be of

fundamental value in its own right as well as for the reliable treatment of the various

phenomena, where pionic degrees of freedom prove to be substantial. Pion being the

lightest and, properly speaking, simplest among strong-interacting particles, an inquiry

into the pion-pion interaction spreads the way to visualization of the main features of

hadron interactions in general, and in all their immense complexity [1-5]. At the same

time, the pion-pion interactions are bound to be allowed for in describing the hot and

dense hadronic systems abundant in pions which are known to be produced in colliding

heavy ions [6] at high enough incident energies, the baryon number being rather negligible

when compared with the number of genuine mesons. Even so, in treating the nuclear

matter at large density and temperature, the phenomena non-linear in meson fields, that

is the meson-meson interactions, are realized to play a crucial role, especially when the

feasible phase transitions caused by the softening of the mesonic degrees of freedom are

investigated [7]. Thus, to repose full confidence in the adequacy of our perception of

such systems behaviour, the pion-pion interaction must be properly accounted for, in

particular, when calculating the respective thermodynamic characteristics. Thereby, in

all the cases, we must certainly conceive the pion-pion interaction to be provided by

well specified trustworthy lagrangian, but not in the least simply just by the pion-pion

scattering lengths.

Nowadays, in the lack of the pion interactions description strictly worked out from the

first principles, we are in possession of the pion-pion interaction lagrangians [1-5] which

are thought to be as good as effective, obtained in the framework of some plausible models,

QCD-motivated at best. Consequently, there is to appeal to the experimental investiga-

tions from which the reliable information about the Tr^-interaction can be disentangled.

Then, confronting the results of experimental data processing and theoretical calculations,

we can test the validity of a certain Ti-interaction description and subsequently improve

the latter.

Up to now, the trustworthy cognizance concerning the XT-interaction has been ac-

quired, strictly speaking, solely from the analysis of the data obtained in the xN —» T-KN

reaction which was studied for the first time as far back as in 1965 [8] near the thresh-

old (e, ~ 200 — 300 MeV) and afterwards for manifold incident pion energies, up to



e, ~ 1 — 2 GeV as well (see, for instance, [9,10]). The results of profound processing

these experimental data carried out in the series of investigations [9-11 ] make us visualize

that the effective lagrangians asserted in [1-3] are thought to be expedient to describe

the TTTr-interaction, at least at low and middle pion energies, e, ~ m,. Unfortunately,

the unavoidable involvement of strong pion-nucleon interactions in such a process puts

a bound to the attainable reliability of the pure fl-T-interaction description because, on

one hand, it. is as good as impossible to get rid of the strong TrA'-interaction effect in the

experimental measurements, and, on the other hand, one will scarcely maintain that a

theoretical calculation can refine unambiguously the irir-interaction from the itN interac-

tions in the treatment of the reaction TTN —* TTTTN• Thus, the further development of the

TT-interaction description by means of the far more complex effective lagrangians [4,5],

or may be according to other approaches (see, for instance, [12]), calls for new experi-

ments. For that matter, at first thought, the A"^-decay, A' —• venx, [13] might appear

to be fruitful to learn directly the pure jr^-interaction occurring in the final state, but

one should realize that the semi-leptonic-decay vertex itself is not concisely known, the

strong interactions being implicated therein as well, and needs to be approved in its own

right [14]. Thus, as yet, the reaction TTN —* KKN was and remains, as a matter of fact,

the unique source of the data to check our concept of the Tjr-interaction.

In the light of the aforesaid, the advent of the experiments dealing with the pure

TTr-interaction, without the imposition of other strong (or weak) interactions, proves to

be extremely desirable.

2. Pionium treatment up to now

Long since, the inquiry into the properties of the ir+x~ bound state, pionium, have

been understood of being very instructive to study the pure inr-inleraction, free of effect

of any other strong or weak interactions [15]. The feasible measurement of the pionium

lifetime having been first considered in the early investigations [15], the setting up of

the corresponding experiments has been elaborated profoundly in Refs. [16,17], and the

respective investigations are for now already under way [17], the results are liable to arrive

in the nearest future.

Pionium typifies the bound hadron systems which owe their origin to electromagnetic

interactions, but whose decay is, as a matter of fact, caused by strong interactions. All

the time ago, as far back as in 1054, the handy semiquantitative approach to treat such



systems was set. onl (18). with tin' strong interaction corrections to the energy levels

and wave functions of the <r-atom. the ~~I' bound state, as well as the transition rate

jr"/ J —> wuN being expressed through the free pion-nucleon scattering lengths a£ and

the ir-alom wave function at tlie origin i.'(0). Here, 7',/, indices denote various isotopic

and angular states. Subsequently, following this method, the pionium lifetime (i.e. the

7r+^~ —> ir"/r" reaction rale) in the ground state was asserted in Kefs, [lo] to be the

simple plain function

r-'-^^|«S-aJMr(0)r (D

of the .s-wave xx scattering lengths rtJJ.oj, the pionium wave function at the origin f (0) .

and the mass dilference Am = tit — IIIU- « ' being charged pion mass. Tims, if the original

approach of Ref. [IS] had been strictly valid in the pionium case, all we need to precisely

calculate the pionium lifetime would have been the exact values of the quantities |o[J —

«u|, |V'(0)|, and Am. It is to take cognizance of the fact that only the dilference of the

scattering lengths would have come into picture, regardless of the complete form of the

genuine irjr-interaction. This is due to the main original presumption of the approach

of Ref. [IS] that irrespective to the ^^-interaction form the calculation of probability of

the pionium decay into two 7r° is quite equivalent to the calculation of the annihilation

probability of a. free pair 7r+7T~ with zero momenta into two TT°, 7r+7r~ —» -";r0, with the

initial density of states being not the density of slates of free part ides, but the density of

stales of the particles in the bound slate of pionium |</'(0)|2. Up to.now. the authors of

all the succeeding investigations [19 26] have been taking for granted that the pioniuin

lifetime formula (1) as asserted according lo [18] in Ref. [15] holds true strictly, ami all

the efforts were devoted to acquire somehow the precise values of the quantities <i( . c(0).

with the pure point-like Coulomb nonrelat.ivislic t/'(0) value and the free particle scattering

lengths al values gained according to Kefs. [1 1] being assumed a.s a starting point in all

the calculations. Then, there was to calculate tin- corrections to that t'(0) value, especially

due to strong interactions, and simultaneously the it]-modifications on account of strong

and electromagnetic interactions in the coupled jr°ir°, ?r+jr" channels.

In several investigations [1!) 24] various effective potentials were managed to describe

this strong TTTr-inleraclion. The most profound calculations within such a potential ap-

proach were carried out in Ux-f. [21] and especially in [22], where the aforesaid corrections

were thoroughly calculated in the framework of the model of the two-channels r 'V". ^+!r"



system, with the effective range approximation being used to account for the strong pion-

pion interaction. Thereby, once an effective radius is chosen (equal in both channels),

the strong potentials in the channels are determined merely just by the corresponding

scattering lengths ajj. In such a calculation, the electromagnetic corrections are due the

different masses of the pions in the different channels along with the Coulomb interaction

imposition in the X + T ~ channel. The coupled Schrodinger equations determining the pi-

on wave functions in the coupled channels having been solved, the corrected, generalized

scattering lengths, as well as the appropriately corrected i/'(0) values are obtained, which

must be substituted in the original formula (1) for r to acquire its eventual corrected

value. The scrutinized corrections to a\ values (and to t/'(0) sa well) proved to amount

no more than a few percents, being substantially less than the uncertainties in the aj

predictions following from Ref. [4], as the authors of [22] have inferred.

Unlike the effective potential approach of the Refs. [19 24], the investigation [25]

utilized the Bethe-Solpeter equation to allow for the effect of strong interactions on the

0(0) value in the pionium lifetime (1) (via the pionium eigenstate energy shift AE), the

corrections proving to be rather negligible.

The T (1) value modification on account of pionium relativists- treatment, especially

the allowance for the retardation effect in the 7r+ir" electromagnetic interaction, has been

found ~ 1% in Ref. [26]. Thereby, the scattering lengths difference a[J — ajj was presumed

to render the total strong interaction responsible of the 7r+7r~ —> 7r°7r° transition, likewise

in all the aforecited investigations [19 24], in spite of treating the retardation effect in

the 7r+7r~ system which implies the 7r+7r~ relative velocity to be comparable with light

velocity c.

Profound as are all the afore discussed calculations of the quantities a j , </'(0), we ought

to realize that the expression (1) by itself, in so far as it originates from the very plausible,

but semiquantitative approach [18], is, properly speaking, as good as semiquantitative in

its turn. Hut this does not mean to say that any results obtained according to the

method set out in Ref. [18] must be regarded as untenable and scarcely able to describe

experimental data with high enough accuracy. There is to visualize that the validity and

accuracy of this very approach are. caused crucially by the form of the genuine strong

interaction inducing the bound hadronic system decay in each certain treated case. The

very germ of the idea set forth in Ref. [18] makes us comprehend that the approach of



[IS] itself will hold true with high precision, if the hadron-hadron interaction is as good

as point-like and constant, especially momentum-independent, which is thought to be

well acceptable for the Pit'-interaction in the s-state in [18], but not in the least for the

iTTr-interactions asserted and used in Refs. [1-4,9-12]. Consequently, since the pionium

properties are studied, we must refrain from pursuing the way paved in Ref. [18] and

abandon, in turn, the handy expression (1) for the pionium lifetime.

3. Interactions inducing the pionium decay into two TT0

According to our lights, the general aim of the theoretical investigations of the pionium

lifetime is to visualize whether a certain form of the 7T7r-interaction is eligible to provide

the experimental r value. In the work presented, we set out the calculation of r, with

the ^-interaction being determined by the Weinberg lagrangian according to Refs. [1-

3]. The probability of two-photon pionium annihilation, TT+TT~ —» 2f, being practically

negligible when compared with the decay probability due to the strong interaction, will

not be discussed henceforth.

We treat pionium as the beforehand prepared 7r+7r~ bound state which is stable when

the strong interaction of pion fields is turned off. The coupling of this state, the pionium

field, to the charged (complex) pion field is implemented via the virtual decay of the n+ir~

bound state \T>\ >, pionium or di-meson, into a free jr+7r~ pair :

*+ + TT- <- P A > (2)

In our nowaday consistently nonrelativistic approach, we presume that the formation of

the initial JT+7T~ bound state |27A > is caused by pure-instantaneous potential interac-

tion U{yi,y?), where yi,y2 are the spatial coordinates of the Jr+(yi,t),ir~(y2,t) mesons

composing the pionium, the time coordinates coinciding. Accordingly, the vertex operator

j , < ) , (3)

y2,*)] (4)

renders the virtual pionium state \T>\ > decay into a free 7r+jr pair. Here,



the charged pion field operators, whereas .F(yi,y2,t) stands for the pionium field, the

quantities c\,c* being the pionium production and distraction operators in the state \.

So far as the interaction U{yi,y2) is instantaneous, the operators of all the fields in (3,

4) act at the same time point (. In our calculations, the common relations are adopted

*+(x) = -j=(x1(s) + i*2(z)), TT-(I) = -(*+(z))-, Ax) = *3{x),

»+(*) = £ -i=[ope-«"+»« + 6+e""-»»l, (5)
p V^p

with the operator <zp destructing jr+-meson and 6+ producing T ""-meson. The vertex

functions ^ ( y i , y2, t) in (4) and the corresponding pionium eigenenergies Ex in the states

A are well known (see, for instance, Refs. [27,28]) to be determined by the homogeneous

Bethe-Solpeter equation

j ] j y >
2 ) T i ( y [ , y ' 2 , f ) , (6)

where

is the usual pion propagator. In the presumed non-relativistic approach, the vertex func-

tion ^A(yi,y2)0 proves to be reduced as follows (see, for instance, Refs. [27,28] and also

[29])

^(yi .yj .*) = -M • ̂ (yi.yO • *A(yi,y2,0. (8)

where $\(y\,y2,t) is the non-relativistic TT+T~ system wave function. The function T\

being determined by the homogeneous equation (6), the normalization factor -V emerges

in (8) whose calculation we defer for a while (Sec. 4). The wave function 4>A(yi.y2,<) of

such a nonrelativistic system is known (see, for instance, [30]) to be the product

*\(yi,y2,«) = <Mz) -*p(R) -e - u E \ Ex = 2 m + ~ +en , , X = (n/,P) (9)
4 m

of the depending on the center of mass coordinate R = (y, + y2)/2 wave function

*P (R) = - ^ = e ' M (10)
V 2 '

of the free motion of the two-pion system as a whole with the total momentum P, and

the intrinsic pionium wave function i>ni(z) depending on the relative ;r+7r~ coordinate



z = yi — y2 . The functions !/•„; simultaneously with the pionium energy levels £,,i are

determined by the Sclnodinger equation [30]

with the relevant boundary conditions at z = 0,c —» oc. Here m = 139.57.V/(V is the

7r±-ineson mass [31] . We utilize the units c = h = I. For the pure-Coulomb point-like

interaction

'••( = ) = - " (12)

the ground state wave function I/'KI = i/'. properly normalized, and energy cu , s c" are

known [30] to be

'-• f^-,-:"/2 -- = - — (13)

where a = met and 2/a is the "Bohr radius". Consequently, we denote \'DW > 5 \V >.

In what follows, we consider this pionium ground state decay. The jrir-inleraction of the

type [1 3] including (lie dependence on the pion momenta being put to use in our further

calculations, the finite piou size r0 emerges to come into the picture, which we allow for

in due course replacing (12) by the electrostatic potential between two homogeneously

charged sj)heres, z being the distance belwevn their centers, the explicit expression for

which, a bit long, is set. out. in Rcf. [32]. The magnitude of the quantity >\, itself has been

estimated in some theoretical and experimental investigations [33.31], whereby we have

adopted r0 = O.C/ni as realistic. It. might be well to note that the calculations with the

generalized, but yet instantaneous potential accounting for the relativistic corrections up

to (l/c2)-order (the kind of the Hreil. potential [27,35]) would not provide the additional

difficulties of principle.

hi our present calculation, the jr7r-intora.ction inducing the x+w~ —> 2ii" transition is

specified by the well known Weinberg lagrangian

(I D



elaborated and scrutinized in Kefs. [1 .'!]. Here /„ = 92.4A/* V [31]. The dependence

of the results of calculations on the parameters 8, in in the term violating the rliiral

symmetry will be discussed in the last Section.

Let us recall that the validity of the lagrangian (11) has been inferred from processing

the experimental data on the A'IT —> .VTTJT reaction, see Refs. [S 11], al least for not very

high pion energies.

The difference of the masses of a charged pion, m = 139.57A/< V, and a neutral one.

m0 = 134.98A/eV, Am = in — m0 = 4.59MtV being greater than I lie pionium binding

energy s, the initial x+x~ bound state \T> > transition into the final two 7r" state turns

out to be possible via the processes presented by (3, 14). All the effective interactions

between the pion (charged and neutral) and the pionium fields are described by the total

interaction lagrangian

Clol = £» + £„, (15)

which determines eventually the pionium lifetime r.

. 4. Pionium decay amplitude

The matrix element

S ^ p =< 7rV'|5|Z> > (16)

of the 5-matrix dictated by the lagrangian (15) determines the initial pionium state \T> >

decay into two final 7r°. To the first order in £„* (14), the 5-matrix element (16) takes

the form (see, for instance, [27,28])

= [dR fdz [ dl f ^xf/(z)V>A(z){2/3m2 - (e,e2 - p,p2) +
e 2 J J J J

-X,t-Xu). D(R - z/2 - x,t - x0) • e - i l E l + i P R • e- . .k.+^)-.x(P l +p2) i



where f is the usual time-ordering operator and £1,2, pi,2 denote the energies and

momenta of the final ir°. Certainly, when necessary, the high Crw-order contributions

in (16) could be allowed for in the usual way. These terms, if calculated, would render,

in particular, the effect of strong Trx-interaction on the pionium state. In the course of

our today's calculations, we restrict ourselves by accounting for the first £wr-order. If

anything, it may be well to recall that the analysis of the Nx—tNinr reaction was carried

out in Refs. [8-11], as a matter of fact, in the same first order in £»„ approximation. For

the ground state pionium decay at rest, the relations hold

P = 0, Enp = E = 2m + e, e, = e2 = e0 = £/2,

Pi = - P 2 , IPil = IPol = Po = y/(E/2y - mjj , (18)

and the Eq. (17) is reduced as follows

• <5(Pl + p2)S(e2 + £ , - £ ) ,

(19)

dz-U(x)-Mz) x

q2 - q2 - m2 + tO] • [(E - g0)
2 - q2 - m2 + iO] ' C *"

It is noteworthy that the quantities q2,q% emerge in the nominator in (19) due to the

term

in the Tnr-interaction (14), this fact substantially affected the integrand behaviour in (19),

especially at extremely large q values. Integrating over dqa and over the directions of the

vectors q and z having been carried out, the Eq. (19) reduces to

f %> •[i -
where the following notations are introduced:

It is not difficult ot realize that the behaviour of the integrand in (20) at large momenta,

q —t oo, and subsequently the convergence of the integral in (20) itself are governed by

the behaviour of the quantity zU(z)rj)(z)sin{qz) when the z value tends to zero, z —» 0.



There is to calculate the contributions arising from two terms in brackets in the integrand

(20): from "unit", 1, and from b/(q2 + c2). First, we take up integrating the term with

"unit" and then set out the integral with the quantity ft/(r/2 + r 2 ) -

Not hard thing is to become convinced that the integral in (20) with "unit." in brack-

ets would diverge logariphmically, if the pure point-like Coulomb values (12), (l:i) were

adopted for the quantities U(z),4'(z) in (20). This divergency emerges because a pion

size is neglected. To remove this puzzling, but spurious contradiction we allow for the

finite pion size r0, roa -C rom <C 1 in the course of calculating this integral, IJ(:) being

the electrostatic potential between two homogeneously charged spheres of the radius ?•«

[32], as discussed already after Eq. (13). Then, on integrating over dq, the integral in

(20) originating due to the "unit" in brackets transforms to (see Kef. (•!()])

f dz-zU{z)4'(z)~Ka(mz) = -zU(z)4iz)K0(mz)\° +
o dz °

a f d h ' ( ) ^ 4 ( ) + 1 d K ( ) U ( )/2r° dzK0(mz)zil(z)~t(~), (21)
Jo az

where Ku(z) is the Mackdonald's cylindrical function (see [36]). The first term in the

righthand side (21) vanishes due to 4'{z) ~ e~°7 '2 —» 0 when z —» oo, and it disappears at

z = 0 owing to zU(z) = 0 at ; = 0 because, in turn, the potential U(z) has got at. : = 0

a finite value t/(0) for the charged particles of the finite size, in particular, for the afore

adopted potential of the homogeneously charged spheres f/(0) = — 6r«/(.Vo). Further,

in our treatment, we are on the point to carry out all the calculations in the lowest

n-order. All the expression (20) (as well as (21)) is proportional to o / o 3 due to the

o-dependence of the functions U,4>- Calculating the integrals in (20), (21), we retain only

the terms which besides this o-dependence are inversely proportional to o, ~ l / o , and

o-independent. Kven so, we retain only the terms ~ ln(r0) in the asymptotic expansion

in ru , but drop out the terms ~ ?'J,n > I. Consequently, the second and third integrals

in the righthand side in (21) are realized to be neglected. Indeed, at ; > '2ru in the

second integral, the function i/'(~) behaves like (13), ~ ('~""'^i, the quantity a' being of

the same order in o as a,a' a ti = ma (see, for instance, Refs. [3'2,37]). Then, we have

got dif'(z)/dz ~ amV'(~)/2, and, subsequently, this integral gets the additional factor

of a and can be dropped out. Then, since the function V'(~) in the third integral ill

the liglitliand side of (21), i.e. for z < 2ro <C 2/a, varies smoothly (see, for instance.

10



Hols. [;J2.'J7]). i ' ( - ) ~ V'(0)() + en"), where a" is of the same order as a. the derivative

dit'{:)/il: =s i / ' (0)n. so I he whole integral routes out. to be ~ n;'o<H"(0) and can be omi t ted

as well. Thus, eventually, there is to calculate the first integral in the.r ighthand side of

(21). Its upper limit, turned out to be 2; ( ) because ^ [ / ' ( c ) ; ] = 0 at. ; > 2?0. i ' ( - ) being

I he point-l ike Coulomb potential —<>/- when _ > 2r0. For these : values, the relations

rua <K 1. i'u'» <S 1 being valid, the replacements hold true

«.'(-) = '••(()). Ku(ni = ) = - / » ( » i c / 2 ) - C (22)

wi th an accuracy up to order ~ 7,,''. ~ ruin. Here C =s 0.">77 is the Kuler constant (see

[•Mi|). Then, with regard to the approximation (22). the lirsl integral in I he r ighthaml

side in (21) is calculated straight forward, and the whole expression (21) results in

r,,) +
Jo

The quantity V is calculated according to lief. [.V2] which gives / s; —ii('!/2).

While treating the integral with the term b/(<:i + q'*) within brackets in (20). the

presence of an additional q1 in (lie denominator provides this integral convergence even

without allowance for the finite pion size ru. This does mean to say I lie asymptotic

expanding this integral in r0 begins with the term ~ ra which is beyond our today's

accuracy, as presumed above. Then, with the Kqs. (12. Kt) bring adopted, this integral

in the lowest o-ordcr transforms as follows:

d,,<l2

—ba I
SJT JO (</2 + («/2)J)(«2 + r*M<?) V STT FH ' 2 '"

After al l , w i th allowance for the results (23, 21), the transition ampli tude (20) takes the

form

ir{2ft)2E\/TE V S;r "i2 2

The normalization factor N residing in the Kqs. (8. 17 - 20. 2"i) is to be determined

by equating the energy A' of the state \T> > of pioniimi al rest and the expect at ion value

in the \T> >-state of the operator of the T""-componont of energ> -moment inn tenser of a

charged (complex) pion field:

/•.' =< V\ i\fmSr)\'P > . (2(i)

11



where the Sp-malrix is dictated by the lagraiigian (:}). so lhat

E = - - < D| f[T°°(iu:i) J <ly\dy2<HCp{yi,y-i.l) j^y;</y.;,(//£P(yj.y:,,/')]|Z> >, (28)

and, for clarity's sake, the expression is worth being displayed by the usual diagram

I) A I)

I)

where the blob stands for the 7"°° operator. The values (12,13), asserted for the

point-like pion, being adopted, the straightforward calculation of (28) results in

= 2 o W V y~ dq-q> V2 + 4J*(q)

Er, Jo u.'(</) (q* + (a/2)>)* • (4u>Hq) - / • , ' * ) '

which apparently shows up no divergency when integrating over dq which is due to the

integrand steep enough decrease- at </ —» oo on account, in lurn, of the high power of q

in the denominator of (29). When evaluating (29), we are to retain only the terms of the

lowest a-order: the a-independent terms and terms ~ a (if they would have appeared),

omitting the terms ~ a",n > 1. Then, Kq. (29) reduces to

E = ^—, \ n = •lru'1 . (30)
hrn

If anything, for verification's sake, the j\f value can be obtained by equating the expecta-

tion value of the particle number operator (related to ze.rolh component of charged pion

field current)

N = £(«V.> + fc+M

(see Kt(s. (5)) in tlie pionium state \D > and the number of pions A' = 2, that is from

the equation

All the calculations having been carried out in due course, we arrive at, the same .V value

(30). Let us take cognizance of the fact lhat the righthand side in Eqs. (27 - 29) proves to

have got no terms ~ a, its expansion in a starting with a term ~ a2. Evidently, it must

be just so, because the quantity I'J = 2m — ma2/i in the lefthand side does not include

terms ~ a.

12



5. The results of the pionium life-time calculation and
concluding remarks

Thus, we have at our disposal the expression (25) for the transition amplitude with

Af defined by Eq. (30). Then, we acquire in the usual way (see, for instance, Ref. [27])

the total probability W of pionium conversion into two TT°, that is the inverse pionium

lifetime r
1 a3-p0.m

3P 4a 0 /a + fa(mr,) + C
W ~ r~ (2fwy2**E*[l- * ( 1 ~ 6 )]' ( }

where b = [—2/?-(m/ra)2 + (m°/m)2 — 3]/2 and all other quantities have been set forth

above.

Let us now inquire into how the r value (31) depends on the m, /3 values which reside

in the chiral symmetry violating term in the lagrangian (14). Let firstly m = ro0, then

we gain for the p values /? = 1/2, /? = 1/3, /? = 1/4 asserted in Refs. [1-3]:

T-mo,i/2 = 4.951(T15sec, Tmo,1/3 = 6.18-l<r15sec, r^.,/4 = 6.901(T1!W

Thus, the dependence of 7 on ,8 is thought to be sizeable, the deviations of these T values

from each other amounting to « 15%. On the other hand, if we adopt m = m instead of

m = m0, we shall have got

Tm,,/2 = 4.7M0-15sec,

which deviates from Tm<ltif2 by about 5%. Let us also note that the second term within

the brackets in (31) amounts to Rs 2% to the whole IV value.

Our result is thought to be not contradicting to the nowaday estimation T =

2.9t|°ilO-15«ec set out in Ref. [17]. It might be instructive to recall that the results

of T calculation obtained in the previous investigations, surveyed in Section 2, appear

to be somewhat smaller as compared to ours. For instance, the value T = 2.7210~15sec

has been asserted in Ref. [21] and r = 3.210~15sec in Ref. [23]. Especially, it is to

stress that the eq. (1) with the a£ values from Refs. [1-3] corresponding to the very xir-

interaction (14) gives T(1V) = 3.1-10~15sec instead of our values Tmii/2 = 4.71-10~15sec, or

W, /2 = 4.95-10-15sf.c.

The investigation carried out makes us realize that the pionium lifetime (as well as

its other properties) does depend crucially on the form of the genuine jT7r-interaction, but

not much simply just on the free pions scattering lengths only. Thus, the pionium decay

as being due to the most plausible concise Weinberg lagrangian (14) having been studied,

13



the investigations pursuing other present-day trustworthy Tnr-interaction descriptions are

very desirable and instructive. If the consistent r calculation in the framework of a certain

method of the rrjr-interaction description (see, for instance Refs. [4,5. 12]) is carried out

and, subsequently, its result is confronted to the experimental T value, the validity of this

method will come to light. In the course of our further pionium lifetime studying, we are

on the point of inquiring into the various n-interaction representations.
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Бунатян ГГ. Е4-98-177

Исследование перехода связанного (л* - я~) состояния в два л°

В представленной работе изучается распад пиониума, т.е. (я+я~) связанного состояния, на два

я 0 , причем ля-взаимодействие, вызывающее этот переход, описывается лагранжианом Вайнберга.

При проведении расчетов с таким яя-лагранжианом оказывается необходимым учесть размер

я-мезона гп, и эта величина входит в конечный результат. Принимается, что сама связанная

(я+я~) система обусловлена мгновенным кулоновским взаимодействием, и она рассматривается
последовательно нерелятивистски, для чего используется уравнение Бэте-Сольпетера. В процессе
расчетов удерживаются члены низшего порядка по постоянной тонкой структуры а и члены
~ In (г 0 ). Можно полагать, что найденное время жизни пиониума т совместимо с возможным
будущим экспериментальным результатом. Выясняется зависимость расчетов от параметров эф-
фективного лагранжиана. Проведенное исследование убеждает нас в том, что именно весь вид
истинного яя-взаимодействия определяет время жизни пиониума, а не просто лишь ля-длины
рассеяния. Исследование распада пиониума дает возможность выяснить обоснованность различных
описаний ют-взаимодействия.

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории нейтронной физики им. И.М.Франка ОИЯИ.

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна, 1998

Bunatian G.G. E4-98-I77

Inquiry for the Conversion of the (л+ - л~ ) Bound State into Two я

In the work presented, the decay of the pionium, that is the (л+я~ ) bound state, into two 7t°
is studied, the лл-interaction causing this transition being described by the underlying Weinberg
lagrangian. The calculation with such a лл-lagrangian being carried out, the л-meson size r0 emerges

to be allowed for, and this quantity occurs in the final result. The bound (я+л~ )-system itself is presumed
to be due to the instantaneous Coulomb interaction and is treated consistently nonrelativistically,
the Bethe-Solpeter equation being utilized. When calculating, the terms to the lowest order in the fine
structure constant a and the terms ~ l n ( r0) are retained. The obtained pionium lifetime т is thought
to be compatible with the conceivable future experimental data. The dependence of the results
on the effective lagrangian parameters is vizualized. The investigation carried out persuades us that it is
just the complete form of the genuine лл-interaction that determines the pionium lifetime, but not much
simply the лл scattering lengths. The inquiry into pionium decaying promotes to specify the validity
of the various лл-interaction descriptions.

The investigation has been performed at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics, JINR

Preprint of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna. 1998
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